
QUERY 
 

The Screenplay Query: 
 
Mafia Hairdresser is a tale of an L.A. hairdresser being seduced into a mob couples’ kinky world of crime. 
 
Ambitious young hairdresser moonlights for Hollywood cocaine traffickers, becomes disillusioned with 
their excessive ‘80s lifestyle and resorts to blackmail, drugs, and accidental manslaughter, narrowly 
escaping with his own life. 
 
 Young Jessy is lured by the '80s Hollywood party scene and the promise of serious cash to 
become the private hairdresser to Big Don and Claire. The problem is Big Don's auto-repair empire is 
actually a front for cocaine distribution for the West Coast entertainment industry.  

After months of parties, limousines, drugs, and Hawaiian vacations, Jessy discovers that the 
Crime Bosses’ attention-starved wife, Claire has been “narcing” to the police to bring down her husband’s 
business.  

The once starry-eyed Jessy becomes desperate to get away from Don and Claire and must 
pretend to be hooked on crack, blackmails Claire and also leaks information to the police. Jessy’s final act 
of unintentionally mortally injuring Big-Don allows him to make a pact with the competing suppliers of 
coke to Hollywood's elite to keep his mouth shut, forever trapping him in silence. 
 
 Based on true events, Mafia Hairdresser is a hilarious, fictionalized tale of 80s excess, coming of 
age, and disorganized crime. [Writers Guild of America, East 118116-001 & publish eBook] Like the work 
of David Sedaris and Augusten Burroughs, Mafia Hairdresser is an insider, campy, retro-romp; at home 
on both bookshelves and the silver screen. Think Postcards from the Edge and Juno: original story with 
witty dialogue and humorous scenes. 
 
BIO: Co-Founder Made In Chicago Speakers Bureau~Social Media Consultant at Mafia Hairdresser 
Columnist for an Orange County paper~Former writer and performer for Second City (Toronto and 
Chicago)~TV in Los Angeles Stage Work in Chicago~Stared in Tourist Trap Channel 4 European reality 
show~While working as a hairdresser in Los Angeles, and Chicago, Jon-David has written one hit play 
and sold one screenplay.  
 
Author of eBooks: Mafia Hairdresser Novel Inspired by the author’s experiences as hairdresser to the 
mob. 
The Glowstick Gods Novel Inspired by the author’s own experiences as a jet-setting writer. “Best Indie 
Books of 2012 SEMIFINALIST” 
50 Days Turning 50, One Man’s Sobering Realization It’s NOT the New 40’s Non-Fiction Humor 
Twitter for Salons & Spas Non-Fiction 
Snapchat for Salons & Spas Non-Fiction 
Twitter for Not-For-Profits Non-Fiction 
 
 

Mafia Hairdresser would make a great film! Option available. 
 
 
 
 

http://mafiahairdresser.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Mafia-Hairdresser-jon-david-ebook/dp/B004T42XEE/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1390801451&sr=1-1&keywords=mafia+hairdresser
http://www.thekindlebookreview.net/uncategorized/best-indie-books-of-2012-semifinalist-glow-stick-gods-by-jon-david/
http://www.amazon.com/50-Days-Turning-Sobering-Realization-ebook/dp/B00IUN05AO/ref=la_B006IUEUIY_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1407249117&sr=1-2
http://www.amazon.com/Twitter-Salons-Spas-Customer-Satisfaction-ebook/dp/B00D4U6P70/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1390516051&sr=8-1&keywords=Twitter+for+salons+and+spas
http://www.amazon.com/Snapchat-Salons-Spas-Social-Media-ebook/dp/B00KR18DQ0/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1407249217&sr=8-1&keywords=Snapchat+for+salons+and+spas
http://www.amazon.com/Twitter-Not---Profit-Organizations-Jon-David-ebook/dp/B00H07FX44/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1407249263&sr=8-1&keywords=twitter+for+not+for+profits
http://mafiahairdresser.com/�


 
 

Contact Jon-David through MafiaHairdresser.com or MadeInChicagoSB 

 
 

 
Sample Movie Poster 

Sample Pages: 
 
 

MAFIA HAIRDRESSER 
screenplay 

By 
 

JON-DAVD 
 

Based on the novel, Mafia Hairdresser 
 
 

FADE IN: 
 
INT. LOS ANGELES - NIGHT 
A BLACK LIMOUSINE cruises through LA’s pulse of night traffic. The sidewalk supports assorted 
well-dressed, badly- dressed and cross-dressed PEDESTRIANS & PROSTITUTES with shoulder-pads, 
big hair, stripes & geometric accessories. 

http://twitter.com/mafiahairdreser/
http://twitter.com/mafiahairdreser/
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INT. BLACK LIMOUSINE - NIGHT 
 
In the passenger compartment, with his back to the driver (partition up) a handsome and haggard 
early twenties PATRICK GRAVES, with a zebra print tank & highly coiffed hair, is facing BIG-DON, a 
robust mid-fifties sweaty and too- youthfully dressed. CHRIS, a mid-twenties driver, wearing a 
white blazer over a bright colored tank, views his passengers in the rear view mirror. 
 
Big-Don shakes a small vial in front of Patrick’s face. Tauntingly he opens the lid which has a 
mini-spoon attached and he scoops cocaine out of the vial with it. 

BIG-DON 
You know you want it. 

Patrick shakes his head. He shivers. 
BIG-DON (cont’d) 

It’ll make you horny. 
 

Patrick pushes Big-Don’s vile-hand away and some cocaine spills out. 
BIG-DON (cont’d) 

‘Cause baby I can make you feel 
good. I can make you feel real good. 

 
PATRICK GRAVES 

I hate that song. 
 

Patrick suddenly grabs the lid-spoon and vial and sniffs the cocaine. 
BIG-DON 

Feel better? Now we’re gonna have 
some fun. I got a two-track playing 

in my head so lem take you 
somewhere else instead; dancing in 

the sheets... 
 
Patrick looks out the window as Big-Don grabs his hand and puts it on his own crotch. Patrick 
glances at Big-Don & then snatches his hand back to clutch his chest in pain: he drops the vial: 
white contents spill onto the floor. 

BIG-DON (cont’d) 
Faggot! 

 
Big-Don leans up and knocks on the PARTITION WINDOW which begins to roll down. 

BIG-DON (cont’d) 
Chris! Stop this F’n boat. The faggot hairdresser is having a F_CKing heart 

attack. 
 
Chis wipes his brow and places a hand on the BRICK-TYPE MOBILE PHONE laying on the seat beside 
him. 

PATRICK GRAVES 
Don’t call me faggot! 

 
BIG-DON 

You made me cuss. 
 

Big-Don fishes in his own pants’ pockets. 
CHRIS 

Should I... Hospital? 
 
Patrick gasps, chokes and sweats. 



PATRICK GRAVES 
I’m fine. 

 
BIG-DON 

Pull over. Pull over. That street. 
 
Big-Don finds the pills he’s looking for in his pocket and tries to force some down the convulsing 
Patrick whose mouth begins to foam. The pills tumble to the floor. Big-Don punches Patrick in the 
face. 

BIG-DON (cont’d) 
Shit. You asshole. My language! 

 
Big-Don rubs his chin. Patrick puts his hand up to halt another blow then relaxes back into his 
pain. 

PATRICK GRAVES 
I just want to say I quit. 

 
PATRICK stops breathing. 
 
EXT. LOS ANGELES - NIGHT 
The BLACK LIMOUSINE pulls onto a more quiet and residential street and stops. The passenger door 
opens. 

CHRIS (V.O.) 
What are you doing? 

 
INT. BLACK LIMOUSINE - NIGHT 
CHRIS’ eyes in the mirror look away from seeing a motionless Patrick. He slowly pulls his hands 
away from the BRICK PHONE. BIG-DON searches in Patrick’s pants and pulls out a wallet. 

BIG-DON 
The only thing we can do. 

 
EXT. LOS ANGELES - NIGHT 
PATRICK is pushed out of the BLACK LIMOUSINE into the gutter of the residential area. 

BIG-DON 
Your fired, hairdresser. 

 
The coke vile w/cap is thrown out onto Patrick’s body. A WALKING MAN with Duran Duran hair and a 
WALKING WOMAN with spikey died-red hair rush to Patrick’s rescue. The BLACK LIMOUSINE speeds 
away. 
 
INT. BLACK LIMOUSINE - NIGHT 
BIG-DON looks at a business card from Patrick’s wallet. It says “BEAUTIOUS MAXIMOUS” “A FULL 
SERVICE SALON” 
CHRIS looks at Big-Don through the rear view mirror. 

CHRIS 
I don’t get paid enough to do this. 

 
BIG-DON 

So you’ll get a raise. 
 

CHRIS 
She’s gonna kill you. 

 
BIG-DON 

F_ck you. I gotta find another 
hairdresser. You made me cuss. 



 
EXT. BEAUTIOUS MAXIMOUS - DAY 
BROOKE MCFARLAND, a middle aged good-looker, wearing a lime green Hyper Color jacket, gets out of 
her Mercedes carrying a bag of groceries. At this tidy strip mall, BROOKE enters the glass front 
door of a glassed-windowed business with “Beautious Maximous a Full Service Salon” painted on the 
glass. Also on the glass is a mauve, black, white and foil Patrick Nagel print decal of a chic 
woman’s face with flowing hair. This is her salon. 
 
INT. BEAUTIOUS MAXIMOUS MAIN - DAY 
BROOKE rushes by and points a manicured finger at her front desk which is manned by LIZ-BETH, a 
thirty-something woman wearing loud jingling metaphysical healing metals, stones and symbols. 

BROOKE 
Cute. 

 
LIZ-BETH jingly motions for Brooke to stop by the desk. 

LIZ-BETH 
Cute back. Mrs Pardour’s already 

here, boss. And Patrick hasn’t 
shown up for work yet. I can’t get 

him on the phone. 
 

BROOKE 
Again? Damn it. You know what to 

do. 
 
BROOKE speeds by middle-aged MRS. PARDOUR, who sits with wet hair in a stylist chair while reading 
an Inquirer. 

BROOKE (cont’d) 
I’ll be right with you, Mrs. Pardour. 

 
MRS. PARDOUR rolls her eyes. 
BROOKE nods and waves to her STAFF OF STYLISTS and their CLIENTS as she makes her way to the 
Staff Room. 

BROOKE (cont’d) 
Good morning. Good morning. 

 
INT. BEAUTIOUS MAXIMOUS STAFF ROOM - DAY 
BROOKE rushes in and puts her groceries on the kitchen-type counter/cabinets where stylists mix 
their potions. 
CARMEN, a young female hairdresser with a “Girl’s Just Want To Have Fun” hairdo & outfit, sits in 
the staff eating-area amongst the shelves of perms/colors/peroxides. JESSY, (a Patrick Graves 
look-alike) in parachute pants, sips coffee and leans against the counter near the sink and 
mini-fridge. 
CARMEN & JESSY were watching General Hospital then a commercial with BIG-DON talking to the 
camera and a man in a Chicken Suit in the back-round who drives a beat-up car into the Service Bays of 
BIG-DON’S AUTO BODY. The car, now looking like new, comes back out of the Service Bay driven by a 
Peacock. 

BROOKE 
I thought we were all busy today. 

 
CARMEN 

I just did two of Patrick’s clients 
since Jessy wouldn’t. 

 
BROOKE 

What now? 



 
CARMEN 

Jessy dismissed another client. 
 
Carmen eats an unappetizing processed food bar. Jessy shrugs. 

JESSY 
I dismissed her taste in haircuts. 

I can't just do a trim. I have a 
reputation at stake. I mean, she 
was going to, like, wear her hair 
in a ponytail for God's sake! Barf 

me out. 
 

CARMEN 
Your head wouldn’t fit in the 

Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade. 
 

Brooke shakes her head as she puts Tupperware bowls of food in the fridge. 
JESSY 

Some of Patrick’s clients are 
totally boring. He’s probably doing 
his private rich clients and never 

coming back. 
 

PACO, an agile & flaming middle-aged man sashays into the room with a bowl & brush used for 
coloring. He is wearing a skinny black tie and a tuxedo shirt under an apron. The coloring tools go 
into the sink as he whips off his disposable gloves. 

BROOKE 
Would it save any time if I just 

went insane now? There's homemade 
cauliflower soup in the fridge for 

everyone. Paco… 
 
Brooke glares at Paco and nods her head towards Jessy before she blows out of the room. 

PACO (to Jessy) 
Honey, don’t mistake seasoned campiness with youth and boldness. 

You must wear abrasive behavior 
with an air of humor--like moi. 

 
JESSY 

And Patrick? 
 

PACO 
Now now. No picking on other divas 
when they are not here to scratch 

for themselves. We all find it 
difficult to keep a grasp on 

humblty when clients constantly 
treat us like the gods and goddess 
we want to be. You must try harder. 

 
CARMEN 

Yeah. 
 
 
 



PACO 
(to all) 

Anyhoodles, I have a juicy piece of 
Scandatatattle. If you beg me, then 

I must render it you, my fans. 
 

CARMEN 
I saw your driver’s license and I'm 

going to tell everyone your real 
age if you don't tell us what you 

know. 
 

PACO 
I lied on my driver’s license. But I 
have three words for what I found 

out about a certain silly 
someone... Fab - you - lous! My 

last client, Peter?" 
 

CARMEN 
The drag queen? 

 
PACO 

Carmen, my little cherub, anyone 
who wears a uniform, baby-blue eye 

shadow, pin-stripe suits, has a 
cartoon character tattoo, or talks 

Valley Girl is a drag queen. 
Anyhoo, he, I mean she was out at 
the Red Onion last night. You know, 
that breeder place where girls have 

fried perms and you can’t get a 
decent white zin? 

 
JESSY 

Carmen loves that place. 
 

Paco claps. 
PACO 

Oh hisss. Well, Peter, I mean, 
Muffy, was dressed in a blue beaded 

number. It sounded gorgeous. 
 

CARMEN 
Isn’t Muffy a lesbo name? Lesbos 

can’t be drag queens. 
 

JESSY 
Kings? 

 
PACO 

Anyhoo! Muffy saw and set her sights on, none other than, our Donovan. 
She told me that Donovankept on buying her drinks before inviting her to 

his Porsche for a little surprise. When theheroine of the story finally 
did get a wobbly Donovan into his love mobile,she said he began to 

get very amorous with his hands. Muffy began to fear that Donovan might 



find out her true identity. Her un- Muffyness, if you will. But she wryly played 
the offensive and decided to cop a little feel 

herself and, low and below, Donovan has a little dick. 
 
The three in the staff room shriek. 
 
INT. BEAUTIOUS MAXIMOUS MAIN - DAY 
The STAFF and CLIENTS hush up and look back to the staff room. BROOKE rolls her eyes and then turn 
on her blow dryer & begins to style MRS. PARDOUR. 
 
INT. BEAUTIOUS MAXIMOUS STAFF ROOM - DAY 
PACO, CARMEN and JESSY continue. 

CARMEN 
That explains why he doesn’t have any repeats. 

 
JESSY 

That’s bug. Maybe he was drunk. Or 
he figured out she was a guy so... 

 
JESSY makes a “smallifying” gesture with his hands as CARMEN & PACO stare at him. 

JESSY (cont’d) 
I just know he doesn’t have a... 

 
Carmen and Paco laugh just as DONOVAN, an Aussie accented hairdresser, with a mullet and a dangle 
earring, wheels in a color cart with foils and color bowls. 

DONOVAN 
What am I missing? 

 
CARMEN 

Maybe six inches? 
 
Donovan puts the dirty color bowls in the sink. And makes air boobs with his hands on his chest. 

JESSY 
How was last night? 

 
DONOVAN 

Oh yeah, mate. Sorry I forgot to 
call you. I got sort of tied up, if 

you know. 
 

JESSY 
Patrick, stood me up too. 

 
DONOVAN 

Saturday night, we’re on though. 
Right, mate? Patrick too. It’ll be 

pouf night. 
 

Donovan leaves the room. 
CARMEN 

Are you going out in his Porche? 
 
The original three laugh as BROOKE walks back into the room. 

BROOKE 
I have some horrible news. 

They found Patrick. 



 
PACO 

Oh dear. Is the little diva okay? 
 

BROOKE 
He’s dead. 

 
INT. MORTUARY SANCTUARY - DAY 
BROOK, PACO, JESSY, DONOVAN, CARMEN, STYLISTS, FAMILY OF THE DECEASED listen to the 
MINISTER deliver eulogy over a closed casket. 

DONOVAN (whispers to Jessy) 
Sorry, mate. You were close. 

 
JESSY 

(whispers to Donovan) 
We were. Till he started doing 

private clients. 
 

DONOVAN 
Well now we know what he did with 

all his extra money. 
 

JESSY 
I never saw him do that though. 
Where’d he get it? You ever do 

coke? 
 

DONOVAN 
Nah. 

 
BROOKE 
Shhhhh. 

 
EXT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL - DAY 
SMOKEY TOPAZ, a bouncer-bodied, sideburned man dressed with aviator sunglasses, an open shirt, 
gold jewelry, and a black satin logo’d jacket (the kind given away to crew on movie sets), walks through 
the sliding glass-front door. He is carrying a BLACK LEATHER BRIEFCASE. 
 
 
INT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL - DAY 
SMOKEY looks around the LOBBY FLOOR: CONCIERGE, and various MILLING-AROUND PEOPLE, 
MEN WEARING SUITS sitting in the INDOOR BAR. SMOKEY looks up to the BALCONIES where he 
notices a MAID emptying the trash, then he proceeds to the GLASS ELEVATORS in the center of the 
Hotel and pushed the call button. 
An elevator whisks down & SMOKEY steps in. 
 
INT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL GLASS ELEVATOR #1 - DAY 
As the elevator closes & takes him up he notices a MAN WITH NEWSPAPER sitting on a random bench 
on a random floor. The newspaper is hiding a hand-held radio. The MAID whom he has previously spied 
is wearing shorty boots and a radio 
earpiece. 
 
INT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL ROTATING RESTAURANT - DAY 
SMOKEY walks out of the elevator with his BLACK LEATHER BRIEFCASE and to the RECEPTIONIST. 

 
 



SMOKEY TOPAZ 
I’m just checking to see if my 

girlfriend is cheating on me again. 
 

RECEPTIONIST 
I’d never cheat on you, Mr. Topaz. 

 
SMOKEY TOPAZ 

Then I’ll be right back to get your 
number. 

 
SMOKEY walks into the restaurant and walks around the slowly spinning room looking at the diners. A 
DINER WITH A BROWN BRIEFCASE begins to nod to SMOKEY, but SMOKEY, passes him by and 
finishes his lap. The DINER WITH A BROWN BRIEFCASE puts the briefcase on the floor and covers it 
up with a blazer and stands up to leave. 
 
As SMOKEY passes the reception desk again, he notices the MAN WITH NEWSPAPER, approaching 
the RECEPTIONIST. SMOKEY talks to the RECEPTIONIST loudly. 
 

SMOKEY TOPAZ (cont’d) 
I guess my girl isn’t here. So that’s a good thing. But you’d tell me if she 

comes in here without me, wouldn’t you honey? 
 

RECEPTIONIST 
For sure. 

 
SMOKEY winks and walks away. 
 
INT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL RESTAURANT HALLWAY - DAY 
SMOKEY TOPAZ walks to the elevators and presses the button and glances back to the RECEPTIONIST 
who greets the MAN WITH NEWSPAPER. 
 
INT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL ROTATING RESTAURANT - DAY 
RECEPTIONIST & MAN WITH NEWSPAPER. 

RECEPTIONIST 
Party of one? 

 
MAN WITH NEWSPAPER turns around to look at Smokey Topaz. 
 
INT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL GLASS ELEVATOR #1 - DAY 
SMOKEY TOPAZ walks into the elevator that has opened up for him. He turns around with his BLACK 
LEATHER BRIEFCASE and the elevator doors close. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
Shite. 

 
INT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL ROTATING RESTAURANT - DAY 
RECEPTIONIST & MAN WITH NEWSPAPER. 
The MAN WITH NEWSPAPER presses the call button and talks into his radio wrapped in his newspaper. 

MAN WITH NEWSPAPER 
I’m not sure that was him. The guy 

still has the same briefcase. 
 
The elevator arrives, doors open. The DINER WITH A BROWN BRIEFCASE walks towards the elevators 
just as the MAN WITH NEWSPAPER steps in. The doors to the elevator shut. 
 
 



INT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL GLASS ELEVATOR #1 - DAY 
SMOKEY TOPAZ spies the MAID, talking into a hand-held radio wrapped in a towel. 
 
INT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL BALCONY - DAY 
MAID walks to a trash cart and begins wheeling towards the elevators. 

MAID 
Should we go back down? 

 
MAN WITH NEWSPAPER (V.O.) 

Yeah. My narc said they always switch different colors of cases. 
 
INT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL GLASS ELEVATOR #1 - DAY 
SMOKEY TOPAZ passes the MAID. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
(F_CK you.) 

 
EXT. LOS ANGELES BONAVENTURE HOTEL - DAY 
The BLACK LIMOUSINE pulls up and stops next to a PARKED CAR. The windows roll down in the rear 
of each vehicle and the BROWN SUITCASE is exchanged for the BLACK SUITCASE. 
 

DINER WITH A BROWN BRIEFCASE (V.O.) 
Everything alright? 

 
SMOKEY TOPAZ (V.O.) 
Yeah. Just bein’ careful. 

 
Both sets of windows roll back up and the BLACK LIMOUSINE drives away. 
 
INT. JESSY’S LIVING ROOM - DAY 
At a STUCCO & GLASS APARTMENT BUILDING:  JESSY enters through the sliding glass door from the 
building’s sunny pool- courtyard. The living room has a old brown nubby couch, a few tan-canvas sling 
chairs & a burned-wood coffee table. 
 
JESSY pops his head to his immediate right to see FREDRICK RUSSO, his boyfriend, wearing thick 
glasses and a red plaid vest over a white shirt with a garter belt on one arm; he is reading a Stephen King 
novel at a desk in the DEN. 

JESSY 
Boo! 

 
INT. FREDRICK’S DEN - DAY 
FREDRICK RUSSO, falls over backwards in his stocking feet. The Stephen King novel goes sailing 
across the room and hits a bookshelf across the studious room full of books. An ANSWERING MACHINE 
falls to the floor and breaks. Before he lands, FREDERICK’S foot hits the swing-arm table lamp on the 
desk and the light bulb goes out. A beer can on the desk remains upright and unspilt. 
From the doorway, JESSY, laughs at FREDERICK who is now laying on his back. 

JESSY 
Heeeerrres Jessy! 

 
FREDERICK takes off his glasses. He is handsome. 

JESSY (cont’d) 
You sure look cute down there. 

 
FREDERICK awkwardly gets up and looks at his watch. 

FREDERICK RUSSO 
I have to go to work. You broke the 

answering machine. 



 
JESSY picks up the mangled answering machine and puts it back on the desk, shrugs, then quickly 
follows FREDERICK who has picked up his glasses in one hand & his beer in the other. 
 
INT. JESSY’S LIVING ROOM - DAY 
JESSY follows FREDERICK who puts on his glasses and takes a swig of his beer. 

JESSY 
Call in sick. 

 
FREDERICK RUSSO 

I’m working for someone who called in sick. 
 

JESSY 
We could go out to a good 

restaurant. You know, do something, 
fun, together? 

 
FREDERICK RUSSO We should save the money. 

JESSY 
Like for a vacation? That you’ll 

never take? 
 

FREDERICK RUSSO 
Why don’t you go out with Patrick 

or Donovan? 
 

Frederick stops. 
FREDERICK RUSSO (cont’d) 

Oh. Sorry. 
 
INT. JESSY AND FREDERICK’S BEDROOM - DAY 
An empty beer can sits on top of a particle board dresser. More books laying around. A Bed. 
FREDERICK RUSSO, drinking the rest of his beer, is followed by JESSY into this bedroom. 

JESSY 
Donovan always wants to go to 

straight bars. I miss Patrick. 
 
FREDERICK RUSSO put his now-empty beer can in a trash basket by the dresser, sees the beer can on 
the dresser and throws that one away too. 
 
JESSY sits on the bed and watches as FREDERICK slides the mirrored closet doors open to get his 
work shoes. FREDERICK sits on the bed and puts his shoes on. 

JESSY (cont’d) 
We need new furniture. 

 
FREDERICK RUSSO 

Why don’t you take some classes? 
Get a degree or something? 

 
JESSY 

Because I make more money than 
people who go to college. 

 
FREDERICK RUSSO 

Or start going to the gym. You 
could get rid of these. 



 
FREDERICK pinches JESSY’S sides. 

FREDERICK RUSSO (cont’d) 
Just kidding. I love your little love handles. 

 
FREDERICK stands up then bends down to kiss JESSY on the nose. JESSY folds his arms. 
FREDERICK walks towards the doorway. 

FREDERICK RUSSO (cont’d) 
I’m gonna go out for a drink after work. Want to meet me? 

 
JESSY 

Just one? 
 

FREDERICK shakes his head & begins to leave the room. 
JESSY (cont’d) 

What if I mysteriously died in a 
gutter? 

 
FREDERICK leaves and Jessy sighs plops his head on the bed. 

JESSY (cont'd) 
Massive drugs in my body... 

 
FREDERICK RUSSO (V.O.) 

You don’t even drink that much. 
 

JESSY 
You drink too much. 

 
JESSY hears a door closing. 
 
INT. THE RANCH FAMILY ROOM - DAY 
Overly decorated to a modern theme of chrome and black leather, this room is split leveled. Bar 
with stools & dinette set for four on the upper level. 
 
The lower level is an entertainment center where a projection box is showing a music video on a 
white screen. A Twister game is laid out on top a flokati rug. BIG-DON, in a white bathrobe, is playing with 
a WHEEL-OH while sitting on the sectional with his back to the door which is on the upper level. The 
coffee table has lines of cocaine on a mirror, a razor blade and a mini “trumpet” to sniff with. 
 
SMOKEY TOPAZ paces the room while staring at a BROWN BRIEFCASE sitting by the door. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
We’re f_cked. 

 
BIG-DON 

Language. Language. 
 

BIG-DON stops rolling the Wheel-Oh, and leans into the coffee table and, with his free hand, puts 
the wide side of the trumpet to his nose and snorts coke. Big-Don drops the 
trumpet and begins to roll his Wheel-Oh again. 

BIG-DON (cont’d) 
So no one got hurt? No money lost? 

 
SMOKEY TOPAZ 

No one knew I was going to make a 
swap today. Except us. 

 



BIG-DON, turns around to face SMOKEY TOPAZ. 
BIG-DON 

I didn’t know you had a plan B. 
 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
That’s my job. To make sure everything runs smoothly. 

 
BIG-DON nods as SMOKEY stares at him. Big-Don looks away. 

BIG-DON 
Maybe the cops are following our 

clients? 
 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
Or maybe we got a narc? 

 
BIG-DON turns around and again begins his Wheel-Oh wristing. 

BIG-DON 
So we’re good. Didja look into that 

other matter? It’s not for me. 
 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
I’ll think about it. 

 
INT. BEAUTIOUS MAXIMOUS STAFF ROOM - DAY 
CARMEN is sitting in the booth eating a grape fruit. Her hair is slicked back and she is wearing a 
ruffled blouse. JESSY watches while also wearing a pirate shirt & stove pipe pants leaning against 
the counter. 
 
LIZ-BETH, jingling and dressed in a moon-print gypsy dress, walks in through the swinging doors. 
She holds papers attached to a plexy clip board. 

LIZ-BETH (to Jessy) 
I just booked you with a men’s haircut. 

 
JESSY 

I don’t like doing guys’ hair. No 
money in it. Can’t you give him to 

someone else? 
 

LIZ-BETH 
Everyone else is booked up. 

 
CARMEN 

Ouch. 
 

LIZ-BETH 
He said he knew Patrick. 

 
JESSY 

Another one of the coke-head’s 
clients? 

 
CARMEN 

He was your friend, insensitive. 
 
LIZ-BETH looks at her clip-board as she begins to leave. 
 



JESSY 
A friend who never told me he was a 

coke-head. 
 

LIZ-BETH 
He looks like one of your type of 
clients. He came in a limo. His 

name is Smokey. Smokey Topaz. 
 
LIZ-BETH slips back out. 

JESSY 
What’s one more new client? 

 
CARMEN 

Your grieving process astounds me. 
 

JESSY 
Isn’t that something natural you’re 

eating? What happened to the 
powdered diet you were on? No, that 
was last week’s slim plan. Anyway, 

I’m sure this diet will work 
wonders for you. 

 
Carmen is about to speak when SMOKEY TOPAZ pops his head over the swinging doors. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
Are you Jess? 

 
JESSY startles and turns around. Carmen giggles. 

JESSY 
Jessy. Jessy… 

 
SMOKEY TOPAZ 

I really appreciate you taking me 
on such short notice. 

 
CARMEN 

He wasn’t doin’ nothin. 
 

JESSY 
Well, I guess I'm ready for you 

now. I'll get one of the shampoo 
assistants. 

 
INT. BEAUTIOUS MAXIMOUS SHAMPOO AREA - DAY 
SMOKEY TOPAZ reluctantly leans his head back with the help of the SHAMPOO ASSISTANT. JESSY 
stands over and watches SMOKEY TOPAZ’ first-time-ever getting his hair shampooed. 

JESSY 
How do you know Patrick? 

 
SMOKEY TOPAZ 

A friend, of a friend. 
 

JESSY 
He’s passed away. 

 



SMOKEY TOPAZ 
My friend said he left town. 

That’s unfortunate. 
 

JESSY walks back to his station. 
 

INT. BEAUTIOUS MAXIMOUS - DAY 
JESSY walks through the salon styling floor and slows down near DONOVAN who is wrapping spiral 
perm rods on the wet hair of a BLONDE GIRL. She is only wearing a smock and sandals and she is 
shivering: her nipples that show through the smock do not go unnoticed. 

JESSY 
Hey. 

 
DONOVAN 
Hey, Mate. 

 
JESSY 

(to BLONDE GIRL) 
Baby, you look cold. 

 
BLONDE GIRL giggles and nods. JESSY picks a styling-cape off of DONOVAN’S STATION and drapes it 
around the girl. Then he picks up DONOVAN’S BLOW-DRYER and turn it on, blowing hot air under the 
inflating styling-cape. The girl smiles. 

JESSY (cont’d) 
There you go. Donovan can finish 
warming you up with the hot air. 

 
Jessy hands the blow-dryer to DONOVAN and begins to walk away. 

DONOVAN 
Thanks, mate. 

 
JESSY 

Anytime. 
 

DONOVAN 
We still on for tonight? 

Jessy shrugs his shoulders. 
DONOVAN (cont’d) 

I’ll buy. 
 

JESSY 
I’ll buy. So I pick the place, mate. 

 
INT. BEAUTIOUS MAXIMOUS - DAY 
At JESSY’S STATION, JESSY begins to cut the long curly hair on SMOKEY TOPAZ who is draped and 
sitting on a styling chair. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
I got a real important business 
meeting tonight, buddy. Jessy. 

 
JESSY 

On a Saturday night? It sounds very 
important. 

 
 
 



SMOKEY TOPAZ 
I like it just the way it is. Just 

shorter. 
 
JESSY nods. 

JESSY 
Sounds like a date to me. 

 
JESSY winks. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
The last guy who cut my hair too 

short got something of his cut too- 
short too. 

 
SMOKEY laughs. JESSY stops cutting and breathes. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ (cont’d) 
You’re good. I can tell. 

 
JESSY begins cutting again. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ (cont’d) 
Say, buddy, I have a friend, uh, 

the wife of a friend, an associate, and she’s been searching 
for somebody good to look after her. 

 
JESSY 

Um sure. Send her in. 
 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
You’d make a lot of dough. 

 
JESSY shrugs. 
 
INT. BEACH CITY GAY BAR - NIGHT 
Stars and ocean shine through windows behind the bar which runs the full length of the second floor 
disco bar. A DANCE FLOOR has tables and chairs. Mostly GAY MEN and a few ASSORTED WOMEN. 
BARTENDERS. BOUNCER BOB is removing some of the tables off of the dance floor. 
WAITER MIKE is picking up two steins off of JESSY and DONOVAN’S table. 

JESSY 
It’s like he had a double life, or 
something. Patrick just stopped 

being Patrick after a while. 
 

DONOVAN 
Another Adios Mother, por favor, 

please, Mr. Waiter. 
 

WAITER MIKE (Smiles) 
Mike. 

 
DONOVAN 
Mr. Mike. 

 
WAITER MIKE 

But this is the last one. Three’s the limit on Adios Mother’s. 
And I kind of went over for you already. 

 



To himself, JESSY holds up three fingers, then two, then four. DONOVAN winks at WAITER MIKE, who 
smiles and flutters his eyelashes. 

DONOVAN 
Rules are rules. One last round 

then, Mr. Mike. 
 

WAITER MIKE floatily leaves. 
DONOVAN (cont’d) 

Patrick must have been living high, 
and not just high; high! And he 

didn’t even share. 
 

JESSY 
He must have been with someone that 

night. Maybe he was with one of his 
private clients? Do you think he 

kept a list of them? 
 
A shirtless SKINNY ZITTY MAN with a feather earring begins dancing with his friend on the dance 
floor. His friend, a LIP- PIERCED MAN, bald, without his shirt, eyes DONOVAN & JESSY’S TABLE. 

JESSY (cont’d) 
Ew. 

 
SKINNY ZITTY MAN and LIP-PIERCED MAN gyrate towards the table, one of the last still on the dance 
floor. 
 
WAITER MIKE delivers two steins with blue drinks with fruit and ice in them and goes back to the 
bar. 

LIP-PIERCED MAN (to DONOVAN) 
You want it, don’t you? 

 
DONOVAN 

You got it wrong, mate. Bugger off. 
(to JESSY) 
I hate that. 

 
JESSY 

We can go. After Mr. Mike brings 
one more drinky. 

 
The LIP-PIERCED MAN gyrates closely at DONOVAN who throws ice from his drink at him. 
 

LIP-PIERCED MAN 
You think you can cool me off that 
way, big-boy? Well, you can’t. Cuz 

I’m hot. 
 
DONOVAN shoves the LIP-PIERCED MAN away for which the SKINNY ZITTY MAN takes a slap at 
DONOVAN and misses. Knocking over his chair, DONOVAN stands and takes a punch at the SKINNY 
ZITTY MAN. 

JESSY 
Buzz kill. 

 
The LIP-PIERCED MAN lunges at DONOVAN who sidesteps. LIP- PIERCED MAN falls to the floor so 
SKINNY 
ZITTY MAN jumps on DONOVAN’S back. 



JESSY (cont’d) 
Shit! 

 
JESSY stands up and pulls the SKINNY ZITTY MAN off of DONOVAN. WAITER MIKE sees the 
commotion from across the bar. 

WAITER MIKE 
Hey! Knock it off. 

 
LIP PIERCED MAN gets to his feet as SKINNY ZITTY MAN rips JESSY’S shirt. JESSY gasps. 

JESSY 
I’ll knock it off. 

 
JESSY punches the SKINNY ZITTY MAN who falls over backwards to the floor. A BOUNCER bounds up 
the stairway passing a painted PORTRAIT of Judy Garland. 
 
JESSY jumps on top of the SKINNY ZITTY MAN. DONOVAN rushes to aid JESSY. The LIP-PIERCED 
MAN picks up a full STEIN off of the table. 

DONOVAN 
Mate. Are you all right? 

 
JESSY 

What do you think? I’m on top of 
him! 

 
JESSY’S eyes widen as he spies the LIP-PIERCED MAN with the STEIN sneaking up behind 
DONOVAN. 
DONOVAN turns around as the LIP-PIERCED MAN slugs him in the mouth with the STEIN. 
(KLINK) Ice, fruit, and Adios Mother is splattered. The BOUNCER has reached the brawl and grabs the 
LIP-PEIRCED MAN who drops the STEIN. JESSY stands up and puts his hand to his mouth. 
Stunned, DONOVAN puts his hands to his own mouth. 
 
The SKINNY ZITTY MAN stands up and runs down the stairs. WAITER MIKE makes it to DONOVAN: 
who removes his hand from his face to reveal a wet handsome face missing a tooth.  
JESSY growls. 

WAITER MIKE (feints) 
Ew. 

 
The BOUNCER begins to wrestle the LIP-PIERCED MAN towards the stairs and JESSY begins to follow 
them. 

BOUNCER 
(to LIP PIERCED MAN) 
Hold still you little shit. 

 
The LIP-PIERCED MAN sees JESSY advancing as he is being dragged down the stairs. 

LIP-PIERCED MAN 
Awwwww! 

 
BOUNCER 

Shut up! 
 
Once on the landing with the PORTRAIT, the BOUNCER gets a better grip on the freaking-out 
LIP-PIERCED MAN. 
 
DONOVAN and WAITER MIKE look just in time as JESSY walks a few steps down the stairs and cocks 
one leg back and kicks the LIP-PIERCED MAN in the face. BLOOD is splattered across the PORTRAIT of 
Judy Garland. 



 
Startled, the BOUNCER lets go of the LIP-PIERCED MAN who now has a tooth missing. The LIP-
PIERCED MAN shrieks and runs down the stairs. 
 
The BOUNCER grabs at JESSY but only rips JESSY’S shirt more. JESSY, DONOVAN, and WAITER 
MIKE gasp. 

JESSY 
You asshole! 

 
EXT. BEACH CITY GAY BAR - NIGHT 
GAY MEN step aside as the front door to the bar opens abruptly and the BOUNCER, now with a bloody 
nose, shoves JESSY and DONOVAN outside to the side walk. 
 
Up the street, SKINNY ZITTY MAN and LIP-PIERCED MAN are walking and turn around to see JESSY 
and DONOVAN. SKINNY ZITTY MAN and LIP-PIERCED man take off running and JESSY and 
DONOVAN chase after them. 
 
EXT. BEACH CITY GAY BAR PARKING LOT - NIGHT 
JESSY and DONOVAN laugh and sit on the hood of DONOVAN’S red PORCHE amongst parked cars. In 
front of them is the PACIFIC OCEAN. Behind them is the BEACH CITY GAY BAR. PEDESTRIANS. 

DONOVAN (lisping) 
Macho Muchacho. 

 
JESSY jumps off the Porche. 

JESSY 
That was sick. Fun! But in a sick 

way. Sick fun primal way. My blood 
was boiling! 

 
JESSY punches the air. 

JESSY (cont’d) 
How does your mouth feel? 

 
DONOVAN 

Hurth pretty blooody bad. 
 
JESSY moves close to DONOVAN to see a gap in his mouth. 

JESSY 
If you hadn't helped me... 

 
DONOVAN 

Forgeth it, mate. Ya didn't need no 
help. We had a F_CKin' good thime 

in there though. A f_ckin' good 
thime! Those poofs were fast. 

 
JESSY 

I guess I had to blow off some 
steam. 

 
JESSY suddenly leans into DONOVAN and kisses him. JESSY’S tongue goes into DONOVAN’S gap. 
 
Stunned, only for a second, DONOVAN pulls back and puts a hand to his mouth in pain. JESSY puts 
both his hands to his own mouth. 

JESSY (cont’d) 
Blowing steam! I’m sorry! 



 
DONOVAN 

You should keep your steam for 
Freddy, mate. Ouch. 

 
JESSY 

I know. I know. I’m sorry. I’m so 
so sorry. I, I, I... 

 
DONOVAN hops off his car. 

DONOVAN 
I gotta go pass out now. 

 
DONOVAN starts to get into his car. 

JESSY 
You’re going to go to Dentist and 

get that fixed tomorrow? 
 

DONOVAN 
Or therapy. 

 
JESSY 

It was the Adios Mothers. 
 
DONOVAN smiles and shows off his gap and decides not to get into his car and shuts the door. 

DONOVAN 
I think I’ll walk home. You too. Go 

home to yer man! 
 

JESSY smiles as DONOVAN walks away. 
 
INT. JESSY AND FREDERICK’S BEDROOM - DAY 
JESSY wakes up in bed next to the ringing phone on the night- stand and he answers it. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ (V.O.) 
Hey, Jessy-boy. 

 
JESSY 
Freddy? 

 
JESSY looks around his bed. 

JESSY (cont’d) 
Where are you? 

 
SMOKEY TOPAZ (V.O.) 

It’s Smokey. Smokey Topaz. 
 

JESSY 
What? 

 
SMOKEY TOPAZ (V.O.) 

Dude. Loved the do. I want you to fix a friend of mine’s hair. 
 

JESSY 
The salon’s closed today. How did 

you get my phone number? 
 



JESSY hears a KNOCK on the sliding glass door. 
JESSY (cont’d) 
Hold on, Mr… 

 
SMOKEY TOPAZ (V.O.) 
Topaz, buddy. Smokey. 

 
JESSY puts the phone down, moans and grabs his aching head, then grabs a towel off of the foot of 
the bed and wraps it around his waist. 
 
INT. JESSY’S LIVING ROOM - DAY 
JESSY shuffles to the sliding glass door but has to pull back the drapes to see who’s knocking. 
JESSY squints, then screams and his towel drops. 
 
SMOKEY TOPAZ is standing at the door, dressed as he always does, movie jacket etc., & he is holding 
the receiver of a phone which, once he sees JESSY, he hangs up on the box he is carrying in his 
other hand. JESSY fumbles for his towel. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
You‘ll be home before you know it. 
And you could make a lot of dough. 

A lot of money. 
 
INT. BLACK LIMOUSINE - DAY 
In the moving limousine, JESSY, now fully dressed sits by one window in the passenger compartment 
facing forward. SMOKEY sits by the other window. The men sandwich MARCI, a thin 
young woman wearing leggings, ruffle skit, tube top, & she sports a ruby red crop-top hairdo. Marci 
has a sequined clutch purse on her lap. 
 

MARCI 
I'm hungry. 

 
JESSY nods. 

MARCI (cont’d) 
Smokey never takes me to eat. 

 
SMOKEY TOPAZ 

Marci here is never hungry and 
she’s not hungry now. 

 
MARCI plays with her purse on her lap. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ (cont’d) 
B-D wants Jessy to do Claire's hair 
because she's been bummed out. 

 
MARCI 

She's always bummed out. 
 

JESSY 
I didn't bring anything do anyone's hair. 

 
MARCI 

She doesn't drag her boney ass out 
of bed unless it’s for a 
hairdresser. Or Chris. 

 
 



JESSY looks ahead and sees only CHRIS’ eyes in the rearview mirror through the open partition. 
 
MARCI opens her clutch purse and pulls out what looks like a wallet. She opens the wallet to reveal 
a small mirror, a miniature horn, a small white envelope and a razor blade. She proceeds to 
sprinkle white powder from the envelope onto the mirror and cuts up the “coke” on the mirror. 
JESSY attempts to look away and then not away and away again. 
MARCI sniffs up a burm of coke with the mini horn and then picks up the mirror for offer under JESSY’s 
face. 

MARCI (cont’d) 
Want some? 

 
JESSY gasps, which blows a fine layer of the white powder into the air. SMOKEY laughs as MARCI 
frowns then shrugs and then cuts up more lines from what is left on the mirror. 

JESSY 
I don’t do that. But I think it’s 

cool, if you do. 
 
Smokey laughs and then takes the mirror from MARCI & blows off what was left on the mirror, which 
signals to MARCI to shove all of the contents back into the wallet back into her purse, which she does. 

JESSY (cont’d) 
Is Claire an actress or something? 

 
A ring from the driver‘s compartment is answered by CHRIS. 

CHRIS (to phone) 
Chris. K. 

 
CHRIS hands a phone on a long cord through the open partition to SMOKEY. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ (in the phone) 
Yeah? Oh, yeah. Everything went okay. I got it right here. 

It'll water the plants all right. 
 
SMOKEY looks at a BROWN BRIEFCASE set on the seat in front of the three in the passenger 
compartment. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ (cont’d) 
No one knew I was goin’ and that’s 
the way we should keep doing it. 

We’re on our way. So wake her up. 
Jessy. Yeah. Like the gunslinger. 
Sure. Sure you can talk to him. 

 
SMOKEY hands the phone to JESSY who reluctantly takes the receiver. 

JESSY 
Hello? 

 
BIG-DON (V.O.) 

Hey, Jess. I hear you're going to 
overhaul my wife. Now Jess, I want 
her to look like Loni Anderson. Can 

you make her look like Loni 
Anderson, Jess? 

 
JESSY 

What if she wants to look like 
Morgan Fairchild? 

 
 



MARCI and SMOKEY are leaning towards JESSY and listening. Even CHRIS stares through the rearview 
mirror. 

BIG-DON (V.O.) 
Just remember who's payin' ya, boy. 

It's Loni Anderson or the deal's 
off! 

 
JESSY 

Loni Anderson it is then. I guess 
I'll see you when we get there. By 

the way, where am I going? 
 

If anyone were looking out the window they would see the limo was passing an auto body repair 
center on a corner. A SIGN with the picture of a robust smiling face caricature of a man. Around the 
man’s picture are the words: “Big-Don’s Auto Body * From the Midwest to the Gold Coast.” 

BIG-DON (V.O.) 
I'm close, son. Hey, uh, okay. Let 

me talk to Smokey. 
 
JESSY hands the phone back to SMOKEY who, along with MARCI, leans back into the seat. CHRIS rolls 
his eyes in the rearview mirror. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
It’s me. Yeah. Oh. Pretty funny. 

Yeah. See ya. 
 

SMOKEY hands the phone back to CHRIS. SMOKEY spies a granule of coke on the seat, puts his finger 
on it and then rubs it into his gums. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ (cont’d) 
Big-Don has a big house in P.V.. We 

call it The Ranch. You’ll love it. 
 
JESSY nods. 

SMOKEY TOPAZ (cont’d) 
But you don't ever go up to The Ranch unless you call first. If you call and 

they say they can't talk right now, that means under no circumstances do ya go. 
Kapeesh? Company policy. 

 
Marci giggles. 
 
 
EXT. PALOS VERDES ESTATES - DAY 
The BLACK LIMOUSINE passes a sign that says, “Welcome to Rancho Palos Verdes” and winds up 
steep twisting roads, passing the palatial abodes on their larger-than-common- persons’ acreage. 
Occasional horseback riders and peacocks traipse the trails under sycamore trees which shade 
tropical flowers. 
 
EXT. THE RANCH - DAY 
The BLACK LIMOUSINE swerves onto a bougainvillea camouflaged driveway which leads to an 
automatic electric gate which opens. On a level curved driveway, the BLACK LIMOUSINE pulls in front of 
a massive porch attached to a very large California ranch styled house. A ‘78 CADILLAC and a ‘81 
MONTE CARLO are parked in the driveway. 
 
A HAWAIIAN-SHIRT GUARD with a strap over his shoulder is in the bushes off to the side of the porch 
and he waves & then disappears as the BLACK LIMOUSINE stops in front of the porch. 
 



JESSY, then MARCI & SMOKEY exit the BLACK LIMOUSINE. CHRIS exits the driver’s door. Without 
words, the group steps onto the porch and stops at the front door. JESSY stares at the other three when 
the front door suddenly opens. SMOKEY and MARCI walk in. CHRIS nods to JESSY to walk in too. 
 
INT. THE RANCH ENTRY HALL - DAY 
In relative darkness, JESSY follows SMOKEY and MARCI. CHRIS shuts the door behind them all and 
JESSY is pushed forward by him. 
Walking behind the couple, JESSY notices that there is man, named CARD sporting many tatoos under a 
white tank top. 

CARD 
Smokey. 

 
SMOKEY TOPAZ 

Here’ the moola I owe ya. 
 

There is some money being transferred from SMOKEY to CARD. 
CARD 

Thanks. 
 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
Never play poker with a dude named Card. 

 
The group passes abstract paintings on long walls & open rooms with modern furniture with drapes 
closed. 
 
As they approach a lit room, JESSY passes a long and tall mirror and looks into it as he walks. His 
hung-over reflection is much like CHRIS’s frowning reflection. 
 
 
INT. THE RANCH FAMILY ROOM - DAY 
BIG-DON, wearing a sweatshirt with a Gucci logo, is sitting on the sectional in the lower level leaning over 
the coffee table with a paint brush in his hand. A set of small opened paint pots sit on the table. The 
subject he is painting is a HE-MAN, MASTER OF THE UNIVERSE & SKELETOR PAINT-BY-NUMBERS 
picture. The TV is on: MUSIC VIDEOS. 
By coughing, CARD announces SMOKEY TOPAZ, MARCI & JESSY. BIG-DON grunts & puts down his 
brush and stands up.  
JESSY looks behind him to see no one else. 

BIG-DON 
Well, you must be the one and only 

Jessy. You look young. 
 
JESSY moves forward to shake BIG-DON’S hand which has paint on it. 

JESSY 
Nice to meet you, Big-Don. 

 
BIG-DON rubs the paint from his hands on his sweatshirt. JESSY smiles and looks around the room 
while the host wipes. 

BIG-DON 
You like my art, Jessy? They’re 

real. The one’s on the wall. 
 

JESSY 
Wow. 

 
 
 



BIG-DON 
The Smoke says that you're the 

best. I suppose he's told you about 
my éclair. 

 
JESSY 

Oh... I think he was saving that 
for now. 

 
BIG-DON steps up to the same level as the arrivals. 

BIG-DON 
Let me tell you about Claire. She's 
a pain in the ass when she's not 
happy. And when she's nuts, I go 
f_cking nuts. Pardon my French. 

 
JESSY smile and nods. 

BIG-DON (cont’d) 
She gets headaches. Epilepsy, ya 
know. Yeah, epilepsy. But, I want 
the best for my wife and, well, she 
hasn't been very happy lately and I 
want you to make her look good. 
That always used to cheer her up 

before. 
 

SMOKEY TOPAZ 
He's the best guy I've ever seen, B-D. 

I won't trust anyone to cut my 
hair but this little guy right 

here. 
 

BIG-DON walks to the table where an iceless drink is waiting for him. He takes a sip, and gestures 
to the liquor and glasses in the bar. JESSY shakes his head. 

BIG-DON 
Claire’s been a magpie since we 

moved out here. She had one guy but 
he was a little too wimpy, if ya 

know what I mean... 
 
JESSY cocks his head. BIG-DON puts his arm around JESSY. 

BIG-DON (cont’d) 
I got where I am because I'm a good 

businessman. 
 

SMOKEY smiles and gives a thumbs up sign. Then he and MARCI sit at the bar. MARCI rolls her eyes 
and begins to dig into her purse for her coke wallet. CARD walks out of the room. 

BIG-DON (cont’d) 
Jessy, I believe you got where you 

are because you’re good at what you 
do. That’s what brought my 

attention to you. I'm going to make 
you a good offer, Jessy. And I hope 
it makes good sense to you because 

I think that I could be very happy 
in the deal too. How about if I 



gave you two grand a month, to do 
Claire’s? Make her beautiful? 

 
MARCI is snorting coke as BIG-DON starts to lead JESSY out the door he just came in, and then 
suddenly stops. 
 

BIG-DON (cont’d) 
Oh. Did you want a toot? 

 
BIG-DON points to MARCI & her drugs. 

JESSY 
Um, no. Thank you. I don’t do 

drugs, a lot. 
 

BIG-DON laughs. 
BIG-DON 

Shit. If you ain't straight as an 
arrow. You were not kiddin', Mr. 

Smoke. You sure weren't kiddin’ how 
fresh this kid is. 

 
SMOKEY smiles and does another thumbs up. 

BIG-DON (cont’d) 
(to Jessy as he leads him towards the door) 

But yer gonna take the bone. Right? 
 

JESSY 
(following) 

What? Well, I’d have to talk it 
over with my friend, Freddy. And I 

haven’t even met Claire yet... 
 

BIG-DON 
Okay, okay. Four grand. But you 
have to cut my hair, too, and stop 

in twice a week to keep Claire 
happy... 

 
JESSY is left at the doorway as BIG-DON walks down the hall and disappears. JESSY realizes that he 
is supposed to follow 
& does. 
 
INT. THE RANCH DARK HALLWAY - DAY 
JESSY walks into the hallway and looks right, the way he came and then looks left, which is even 
darker. 

BIG-DON (V.O.) 
...just keep her happy or whatever. 

 
JESSY turns left and follows Big-Don’s voice. He passes more abstract paintings in the dark hall, 
as well as closed doors and open doors of a few unused dark rooms. 
 
JESSY turns right, into the first room that has a light on. 
 
 
 
 



INT. THE RANCH SECURITY ROOM - DAY 
JESSY enters the room to see a few TV screen flashing different views of the interior and exterior 
of The Ranch. CARD and the HAWAIIAN-SHIRT GUARD are sitting at a table, playing cards. There is a 
pistol sitting on the table. A riffle with a strap hangs on the chair of the HAWAIIAN-SHIRT GUARD. 

JESSY 
Sorry. I was... I thought I was… 

 
CARD points a bent crooked finger to indicate around the corner and not here. 

JESSY (cont’d) 
Thank you. 
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